Oregon’s Experience Converting to BrM 5.1.3
Bruce Novakovich, June 10, 2013
New Elements and the Migrator
Most decisions about elements are already made through the fact NBE elements are
required and defined by AASHTO. That doesn’t necessarily mean there are no decisions
to make.
A useful exercise is to map your elements to new AASHTO NBE and BME elements (if
you use them).
Even if you have adhered strictly to the CoRe element definitions, there may still be
decisions to make during mapping. There are CoRe elements that may map to multiple
new AASHTO Elements:
CoRe 146 Uncoated cable could go to either 147 Steel Main Cable or 148 Steel
Secondary Cable
CoRe 147 Coated cable could go to either 147 Steel Main Cable or 148 Steel
Secondary Cable
CoRe 135 Timber Truss/Arch could go to either 135 Timber Truss or 146 Timber
Arch
CoRe 145 Other Arch could go to either 145 Masonry Arch or 142 Other Arch
CoRe 211 Other Pier Wall could go to 211 Other Pier wall or 213 Masonry Pier wall
Core 217 Other Abutment could go to 217 Masonry Abutment or 218 Other
Abutment
CoRe 243 Other Culvert could go to 243 Other Culvert or 244 Masonry Culvert
CoRe 303 Assembly Joint could go to 303 Assembly Joint with seal or 305
Assembly Joint without seal.
Any time there is more than one option for your elements, you’ll have to decide which
you want your element to map to, then check the Visual Migrator rules and fix them if
needed.
You probably have non CoRe (agency) elements. As there are now AASHTO elements
that didn’t exist in the CoRe element list, some of these may now map to AASHTO
elements. Most probably will not. Regardless, you are going to have to write rules to
migrate these elements, and make sure you add these elements to the Visual Element
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Migrator (Operating-Environment.xml) where necessary. Another problem, some of
your Agency elements’ identification numbers may have been “stepped on” by new
AASHTO elements. You’ll have to find and change these
Important safety tip. ALWAYS recompile your rules after changing the Operating
Environment file, or the changes won’t be incorporated in your rules.
If you have an agency element that maps to the same NBE AASHTO element as one of
your CoRe elements, there is a decision to make. Do you let both elements convert to the
same AASHTO NBE element, or do you set up a new Agency element for your old
Agency element to map to? In the former case, your old Agency element just
“disappears”, subsumed into the NBE element. In the latter case your old Agency item
likely represents a “subelement” of the NBE element. If so, it will be necessary to set the
new Agency element representing it to “roll up” into the NBE element when you define
it.
An example would be ODOT’s 221 R/C Submerged Spread footing. We found it useful
to split this out from CoRe 220 R/C Submerged Pile Cap/Footing, so we could easily
identify those footings that were not pile supported. We could have allowed it to convert
into AASHTO 220, Pile/Cap Footing. However, we wished to continue to be able to
separate out spread footings in our inventory, so we created a new Agency Defined
Element (ADE) 221, R/C Spread footing. It still meets the definition of NBE 220, so we
set 221 to roll up into 220 for the sake of reporting to FHWA.
Below is the BrM element specification screen. Circled is the Element roll up key. Here,
ODOT Agency element 221, RC Spread Footing is set to roll up into NBE 220 RC Pile
Cap/Footing.

Alterations to Your Element List
You may decide that now is a good time to go through your non CoRe elements (Agency
elements) and add/drop Agency elements from your list. If you do, my advice is to lock
everyone concerned with these changes in a room without a bathroom until they come up
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with an absolutely FINAL version of elements. Otherwise, you think you’ve got your
rules written then bang, someone changes an element and you have to go back and
rewrite and retest. Then they change it back. Without telling you. Like you’re a
mentalist, instead of merely mental.
Another thing you may consider. All concrete decks are now 12. Overlays and
protective systems are now separate. The rules that come with the migrator follow the
new AASHTO elements BME. This means asphalt, thin and rigid overlays all come over
as 510, Wearing Surface. Also, waterproof membrane, coated rebar and cathodic
protection are now all 520, Concrete Reinforcing Steel Protective System. Maybe you
want a bit more granularity than that. If so, now’s the time to set it up. This will involve
rule rewrite.
Setting up the elements in your database
You can have the migrator add your Agency elements to the database, or do it by hand.
Either way is a lot of work. We went the “by hand” route. We made a copy of our
production database, converted it, and were using it for practice. Therefore, we weren’t
under the time constraints you would be under during a roll out, so doing it by hand
wasn’t a problem. Elements can be created in the admin tab,
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While you are practicing importing the Visual Element Migrator generated migrated
element files into BrM, unless you are perfect, you will likely see a long error message
that tells you that you have a key conflict with PON_ELEM_DEFS. Don’t panic. What
this means is the migrator created a record for an element that is not in your BrM
database. In other words, you missed an element when you were setting them up in your
database. Compare the list of elements in PON_ELEM_DEFS with the AASHTO
elements in your visual Element Migrator Operating-Environment file. When you find
one that is in Operating-Environment but is not in PON_ELEM_DEFS, you have your
culprit. Put that element in and try again.
Pre-Migration Clean-up
We found, as you likely will, when looking at our data we had all sorts of interesting
issues.
Total Quantity=0
Percent in a given condition state doesn’t agree with quantity in that condition state
Percents don’t add up to 100%
Quantities don’t add up to the Total Quantity
There are NULLS in Percent or Quantity Fields
There are percents and quantities in Condition States that don’t exist. (example:
CS4=10% in a 3 condition state element)
As the Visual Element Migrator can deal with some small discrepancies, but can have a
problem with bigger ones we needed to normalize the data and get rid of these problems
prior to migration.
This leads to a choice. Do you perform cleanup on the database you are going to convert
to BrM 5.1.3, or on a copy? The Visual Element Migrator doesn’t care if it’s working on
an original or a copy. We wanted to preserve our original data in its pristine state, no
matter how dirty it was. So we elected to:
Make a copy of the database we were going to upgrade to BrM 5.1.3
Clean that copy up
Migrate the elements in the copy with the Visual Element Migrator
Upgrade the original database to 5.1.3
Import the Visual Element Migrator output from the copy into the original.
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Clean up
First thing we did to our copy was to attack the Total Quantity =0 problem. Many were
relatively simple, i.e. Agency elements or Smart Flags that should always have a quantity
of 1. Easy update query. The rest were few enough to do by hand. I used this method:
If a similar element can be identified in other inspections on this structure,
assume the element number was a mistake, use total quantity from the similar
element.
Otherwise, assume the element doesn’t exist, delete it.
The second thing was to get rid of the nulls. Again, a simple update query to turn the
nulls into zeros. This was done so later queries we would run would operate properly.
Remember (as I didn’t) Null plus anything = Null.
The next thing was to get rid of percents, quantities in condition states that don’t exist.
This was a bit more difficult than I thought. They were easy enough to find, for a 4
condition state element (ELEMDEFS.STATECNT=4) look for something in Condition
State 5, For a 3 condition state element look for something in condition state 4 or 5. I
didn’t have a lot of them, which was good, as I had to fix them by hand. Of course, this
couldn’t be done in Pontis, as the Condition State 5 field is grayed out for a 4 condition
state element, so you can’t touch it. So I had to do it in the database using SQL Server
Management Studio.
The method I used was to take the values in the condition states that shouldn’t exist and
add them to the worst condition state. For example, if I had a 3 condition state element,
I’d take the values in Condition States 4 and 5 and add them to that in condition state 3.
Then of course I’d set 4 and 5 to 0.
Finally, after completing all that, I was ready to normalize. For us, our inspectors do all
their data entry in percents. So I trust percents more than quantities. So first I
normalized the percents. Then I used Total Quantity and the percents in each condition
state to set the quantity in each condition state.
If you trust your quantities more, you could normalize quantities and ignore percents.
This works because the Visual Element Migrator only reads quantities from your
database, so what’s in the percent fields doesn’t matter.
One problem that needs due be dealt with is that where the total of percents is less than
100% (again, you could do the same thing with quantity). This is pretty easy. The excess
is 100-(CS1+CS2+CS3+CS4+CS5). You just need to add that excess to some condition
state. We chose condition state 1. You could choose anything.
A second problem is when the total of all condition states is greater than 100%. This is
more difficult. I just decided that I’d believe the worst. The basic idea is if CS5>100%,
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then CS5=100, everything else is 0, if CS5+CS4>100%, CS4=100-CS5, everything else
is 0, etc.
After I had the percentages normalized, I needed to normalize the quantities. I got the
quantity in each condition state by multiplying the percent in that condition state by the
Total Quantity value.
After that, I was normalized and ready to roll, except one small problem. The Visual
element Migrator will not migrate anything with a NEXTINSP date earlier than 1/1/1901.
Shouldn’t be a problem, but somehow some funny dates got into our database. I just
changed them to 1/1/1901.
Migration
Now, finally I was ready to go!
Once you’ve got everything set up properly, migrating the elements with the Visual
Element Migrator is simple. Unfortunately, as with most things in life, there is a
complication. There were somewhat more than 580,000 records in my ELEMINSP table,
the data that gets migrated. While the Visual Element Migrator can easily process that
many records, I found the resulting XML file is too big to import into BrM without
timing out at least with the desktop version. I had been messing about previously and
discovered that about 60,000 records would go in no problem. So rather than spend a lot
of time seeing just how big a chunk I could bite off at once, I just decided to chop the
table into +60,000 record chunks using brkey. I wound up with this:
Bridge.BRKEY<='01C902895 00044'
Bridge.BRKEY>'01C902895 00044' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='05C08 220300022'
Bridge.BRKEY>'05C08 220300022' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='07T33 000000000'
Bridge.BRKEY>'07T33 000000000' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='09500 066 03252'
Bridge.BRKEY>'09500 066 03252' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='12C21 003 01940'
Bridge.BRKEY>'12C21 003 01940' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='18499 009 03440'
Bridge.BRKEY>'18499 009 03440' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='22C09 001101129'
Bridge.BRKEY>'22C09 001101129' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='47C95 969 00000'
Bridge.BRKEY>'47C95 969 00000'

Pointing the Migrator at a Database
One thing I had problems with was hooking the Migrator up to a target database.
This is what I ended up using as a connection string:
Provider=SQLOLEDB; Data Source=XD7400AF; Initial Catalog=
HPONTIS_Source;Trusted_Connection=yes; MultipleActiveResultSets=true;
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I’m not sure if everything’s needed, but here is a breakdown:
Provider=SQLOLEDB; Good as is for SQL Server. Don’t know what you use if you
have Oracle

Data Source=
Initial Catalog=

; Here’s where you server, or path to your server goes.
; Database name goes here

Trusted_Connection=yes; Good as is if you are getting in using Windows
Authentication. If not, you’ll have to leave this out and substitute something like “User
ID=
; Password=
;” after the “MultipleActiveResultsSets clause.
MultipleActiveResultSets=true; Got a feeling this isn’t necessary.
OK, now I’ve got a clean database copy and my migrator and rules are all set up and the
migrator connection to the database is set up.
Just two final things to check, both on the Migrator Settings Tab. Make sure Verbose is
turned off and Combine is turned on. Turning Verbose off just means you won’t get a
ton of stuff in your Transform-Log.
Combine is more critical. Let’s say you have a 107, Painted Steel Girder and a 106,
Unpainted Steel Girder in the same Structure Unit. These will both be converted to new
element 107, Steel Girder. If Combine is turned on, the Migrator will add the quantities
together and you will have one 107 element for that Structure Unit. Life will be good. If
it is turned off, you will have two element 107’s on that Structure Unit. When you try to
bring this file into the database, the first 107 will be brought in ok by the XML import.
Then the XML import will try to bring in the second. It will discover the first, decide the
107 hole has already been filled and freak out. The import will shut down and you’ll get
an error message about a key violation. Good luck tracking that down. To avoid this,
you Settings tab should look like this:
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The next trick, if you are going to split up your import into multiple files, is to use the
Where clause. Remember, I chopped mine into 9 pieces of about 60,000 records a piece.
I made the following list:
Bridge.BRKEY<='01C902895 00044'
Bridge.BRKEY>'01C902895 00044' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='05C08 220300022'
Bridge.BRKEY>'05C08 220300022' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='07T33 000000000'
Bridge.BRKEY>'07T33 000000000' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='09500 066 03252'
Bridge.BRKEY>'09500 066 03252' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='12C21 003 01940'
Bridge.BRKEY>'12C21 003 01940' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='18499 009 03440'
Bridge.BRKEY>'18499 009 03440' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='22C09 001101129'
Bridge.BRKEY>'22C09 001101129' AND Bridge.BRKEY <='47C95 969 00000'
Bridge.BRKEY>'47C95 969 00000'

So it was easy to copy from this list and paste to the Where clause. First, check the
checkbox next to the Where clause to make it active:

Then I copied and pasted

Then “Save Settings”, “Test Connect”, just to be sure the where clause was working.
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Here is the screen you get after “Test Connect”. It shows that I pulled 68514 records,
which is what it should have, so it works.
Now I can run the Migrator on these records, name that file “Migrate 1” or something
equally inane, copy the next group into the Where clause and repeat until I’ve migrated
all my files. After that, I never have to touch the Visual Element Migrator again.
Convert Database to BrM 5.1.3
The next step is to convert your original database into a 5.1.3 database. We’ve done this
several times in setting up test databases without a problem. You simply have to run the
conversion script that comes with the 5.1.3 install.
Install Elements in BrM 5.1.3 Database
We had to get our elements set up in our brand new database. We already had our
elements set up in a test database and used an XML import from the BrM 5.1.3 Gateway
module to pull those out and again the Gateway module to pull them into our new 5.1.3
database.
To get this XML File first set up the custom group to handle the element definitions.
Open 5.1.2 on the DB you have the elements set up in, ADMINExport Options
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On Export Data dropdown pick Custom Table list, set it up like this.
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Now you are ready to export an XML with all the element data. Go to the Gateway tab,
Choose Extensible Markup Language File (XML) option for Export What? And 07
Custom Table List for Include:

Then just hit Export. You will get a screen like this, hit Save in the Window.
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Then pick a location to save it to.

Now you can import this file into your new 5.1.3 database. Log into Pontis pointed at
that database, go to GatewayImport, select XML File from import What? Then
navigate to your XML file using the Browse button, then hit Import
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You are done importing. However there is one further issue. The XML Import is like a
PDI Import. It adds anything that isn’t there, changes anything that corresponds to what
it has, but doesn’t erase anything that is there that it doesn’t have. We were using the
new defect flag numbers. So the old defect flags will still be there. Best thing to do is go
into Element Spec in the Admin tab and yank them out by hand. There aren’t that many.
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
366
367
368
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Import Migrated Elements
Now the new database is ready for importing the new elements! Open 5.1.3 BrM. Select
Gateway Tab, Import task, Select AASHTO MIGRATED ELEMENT INSPECTION
XML in “Import What?” dropdown.

For the Input File box, use the Browse button to migrate to the folder containing the
XML files you generated using the Visual Element Migrator, select the file you want to
import.
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Status bar to the right of Input File: will start to fill, and a yellow dot will blink on and off
between Input File: and the status bar. I believe what’s happening is Pontis is reading the
XML file in preparation to importing it. Import button is not active.

The Task Bar disappears and the blinking yellow dot becomes a constant green dot.
Import button is now active. Hit the import button.
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You get a busy screen.

Several years later (seems like, actually I do 9 files in a little less than 1 hour) messages
say the import succeeded.

If you have more than 1 file of XML migrations, repeat until done.
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Migrate Notes
OK, that wasn’t so hard, was it? You’re done migrating elements. Hurray! Or are you?
One thing the testing TAG groused about was that the elements come over, but none of
the associated notes do. What to do? Of course they are all still with the old elements.
Observe the contrast in Notes between Old 105 and New 105.
Old 105
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New 105

Of course it is always possible for the inspectors to just copy-paste from the old to the
new. They’re all team players, always willing to take one for the team…..
Or maybe not. If you don’t want to buy a remote starter for your car, maybe this is an
issue that needs to be addressed.
At first look this is fairly simple. Just write an update query that updates the notes field
by taking the contents of the old elements notes field and plunks it into the new notes
field. That is basically all you need to do. Unfortunately, again, there are complications.
The relationship between old and new elements isn’t always straightforward. You have
three different cases.
1. There is a 1:1 relationship between old and new elements and the element number
doesn’t change. Example: RC girder 110 to RC Girder 110.
2. There is a 1:1 relationship between old and new elements and the element number
does change. Example: Other Abutment 217 to Other Abutment 218.
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3. There is not a 1:1 relationship between old and new elements. Two or more old
elements are related to 1 new element. Example: Painted Steel Girder 107 and
Unpainted Steel Girder 106 to Steel Girder 107.
Cases 1 and 2 are simple and straightforward “take the note from the old and put it in the
new” situations. The major difference between the two is you can handle all the elements
in case 1 in a single update statement if you wish, whereas you have to have a separate
update statement for each element in case 2.
Example for Case 1
UPDATE PON_ELEM_INSP
SET ELEM_NOTES=ELEMINSP.NOTES
FROM ELEMINSP, PON_ELEM_INSP
WHERE ELEMINSP.BRKEY=PON_ELEM_INSP.BRKEY AND PON_ELEM_INSP.INSPKEY=
ELEMINSP.INSPKEY AND PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_KEY=ELEMINSP.ELEMKEY AND
ELEMINSP.STRUNITKEY =PON_ELEM_INSP.STRUNITKEY AND
ELEMINSP.ELEMKEY IN(28, 29, 30, 104, 105, 109, 110, 111, 115, 116, 117,
135, 143, 144, 145, 147, 154, 155, 156, 162, 204, 205, 206, 210, 215,
216, 217, 225, 226, 227, 228, 233, 234, 235, 240, 241, 242, 243, 250,
251, 252, 253, 255, 300, 301, 303, 304, 306, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313,
314, 320, 321, 331, 332, 900, 910, 920, 930, 940, 950, 960, 990)

Example for Case 2
UPDATE PON_ELEM_INSP
SET ELEM_NOTES=ELEMINSP.NOTES
FROM ELEMINSP, PON_ELEM_INSP
WHERE ELEMINSP.BRKEY=PON_ELEM_INSP.BRKEY AND PON_ELEM_INSP.INSPKEY=
ELEMINSP.INSPKEY AND ELEMINSP.STRUNITKEY =PON_ELEM_INSP.STRUNITKEY AND
ELEMINSP.ELEMKEY =217 AND PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_KEY=218

Case 3 is pretty ugly, at least in SQL Server. The problem is, you have 2 or more notes
fields from the old element inspection table that you are trying to cram into the same field
in the new element inspection table for each new element. There is no simple string
concatenation in SQL Server that will work, I don’t know about Oracle. I went on the
internet and found 5 different methods that would work, none of them simple or
straightforward. ( https://www.simple-talk.com/sql/t-sql-programming/concatenatingrow-values-in-transact-sql/ )
HTU

UTH

That leaves a choice. Either set up queries like Case 2 for multiple elements and just let
the last one to execute win, or wrestle with the complex stuff. In the first method only
one of the two or more notes that should be copies over to the new element field will
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make the trip. It’s simple, and better than nothing. In the second method, you slowly go
mad.
I was already half crazy, so I didn’t figure I had much to lose going the second route.
The method I picked I chose because it was at least short. I copied it off the internet and
pretty much just kept beating on it with a hammer until it worked. The basic idea is it
builds a stripped down XML document out of the fields you want to combine, then
converts that to text. Because our inspectors many times almost use up all of a Notes
field’s 2000 characters, and combining two like this would put us over the 2000 character
limit and cause a database error, the query cuts out everything but the first 2000
characters.
Here’s what the ugly thing looks like.
UPDATE PON_ELEM_INSP
SET ELEM_NOTES=
Left((Select Distinct
STUFF((SELECT ' ' + NOTES + '---' FROM ELEMINSP E2
where E2.ELEMKEY in (31, 32) AND E1.BRKEY=E2.BRKEY AND
E1.INSPKEY=E2.INSPKEY AND E1.ENVKEY=E2.ENVKEY AND E1.STRUNITKEY =
E2.STRUNITKEY
FOR XML PATH(''), TYPE) .value('.','varchar(max)'),1,1,'') As CombNotes
FROM ELEMINSP E1
WHERE E1.ELEMKEY IN(31, 32) AND
E1.INSPKEY=ELEMINSP.INSPKEY AND E1.BRKEY=ELEMINSP.BRKEY AND
E1.ENVKEY=ELEMINSP.ENVKEY AND E1.STRUNITKEY = ELEMINSP.STRUNITKEY),
2000)
FROM ELEMINSP, PON_ELEM_INSP
WHERE ELEMINSP.BRKEY=PON_ELEM_INSP.BRKEY AND
ELEMINSP.INSPKEY=PON_ELEM_INSP.INSPKEY AND
ELEMINSP.ENVKEY=PON_ELEM_INSP.ENVKEY AND
ELEMINSP.STRUNITKEY =PON_ELEM_INSP.STRUNITKEY
AND PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_KEY=31

This is the business end
(SELECT ' ' + NOTES + '---' FROM ELEMINSP E2
where E2.ELEMKEY in (31, 32) AND E1.BRKEY=E2.BRKEY AND
E1.INSPKEY=E2.INSPKEY AND E1.ENVKEY=E2.ENVKEY AND E1.STRUNITKEY =
E2.STRUNITKEY
FOR XML PATH(''), TYPE)

This is what builds the XML document from the notes fields. Unfortunately, to work, the
ELEMINSP table has to be joined to itself both in this subquery and the subquery it lives
in. Hence all the E1 and E2 floating around.
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STUFF((

) .value('.','varchar(max)'),1,1,'')

This takes the XML document and converts it to text
(Select Distinct

)

This makes sure only 1 entry comes out, plus contains the rest of the ELEMINSP self
joins needed.
Left(

, 2000)

This trims the text to fit in the field, if necessary, as only 2000 characters are allowed in
the field.
The rest is standard from and where clauses.
Important Safety Tip. If you have any line feeds (carriage returns) in any of your notes
you’ll have trouble. Apparently you get a little character in your text that XML doesn’t
handle. You’ll get an error something like this:
Msg 6841, Level 16, State 1, Line 1
FOR XML could not serialize the data for node 'NoName' because it contains a character
(0x0008) which is not allowed in XML. To retrieve this data using FOR XML, convert it to
binary, varbinary or image data type and use the BINARY BASE64 directive.

That means you are going to have to find the culprit, and I could find no way to automate
that. So I had to keep chopping the database in half, see which half blew up, chop that in
half, etc. until I got down to a small enough number of records to look at. You are
looking for something that looks like a box. Replace it with a space, things will be fine.
For more information on how XML Path works go to https://www.simpletalk.com/sql/learn-sql-server/using-the-for-xml-clause-to-return-query-results-as-xml/ .
HTU

UTH

Converting Work Items (Work Candidates)
Ok, I ran the queries, and my notes are all transferred, my inspectors no longer have me
on their hit list, I’m done, right?
That all depends. Do you use the work tab to create work? If no, then the answer to the
“I’m done” question is yes! If you do use the work tab, the answer, as the Duke would
put it is “Not hardly.”
Before we get into this, another Important Safety Tip. New work items will be in a new
table. In setting up the new table quite a few changes have been made.
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Here are a couple shots of the Work screen. Pontis 4.4 is on the left, BrM 5.1.3 is on the
right. Candidate ID is circled in both. Obviously, they are the same, right? Don’t you
believe it!
Candidate ID in Pontis 4.4 (or 4.5 or 5.103) is bound to a field in INSP_WCAND called
WC_ID. This is an innocuous little field that an Agency could use for whatever it
wanted, job numbers, EAs, middle name of the project manager, it didn’t matter. There
is no equivalent field in the new work table, PON_INSP_WORKCAND. So what in the
world is Candidate ID bound to in BrM 5.1.3? IWC_WORKCAND_ID, which just
happens to be the sole key for the entire table! That ought to scare you worse than a
kindergartener with a book of matches. That’s right, the key for the whole table is not
only exposed, it is exposed right where somebody, thinking it is something else, can
easily change it!
My advice to you is to go straight to the Navigation tab in Admin and make this read only
as fast as you can.
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Navigation, Controls checked, Tab: Inspection, Task: Work Candidate, Group: Type of
work sub group, Control Name: Candidate ID. Check Read Only box.
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On to the REAL problem. The 800 lb gorilla in the room. That must be invisible. Took
me months at my organization to get enough people convinced this was serious that we
started working on it. Take a look a Pontis 4.4.

You see there is a Select Type of Work box, the upper circled item. What choices you
see in the lower circled area will depend on what you select in Select Type of Work. We
use Element exclusively. Other choices are Bridge and Flexible.
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Now take a look at BrM 5.1.3

No Select Type of Work. There is only the Action box. There are no longer Element
level actions, Bridge level actions and Flexible actions. There are just Actions. This
means a list of ALL of your actions will show up in this box. All at once.
There is a new work table (PON_INSP_WORKCAND). The old work table
(INSP_WCAND) still exists, but all new work will go into the new table.
There is a TRT working on creating a set of default actions for BrM 5.2. However, BrM
5.1.3 comes with only 12 actions out of the box. For the most part these are just the old
flex actions from Pontis 4.X.
FLEX_ACTION_KEY
-1
0
1
10
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

FLEX_ACT_NAME_SHORT
Converted Work Candidates
Do nothing (flex)
Replace Super (flex)
Cathod. Prot. (flex)
Replace Deck (flex)
Replace Sub (flex)
Rehab Super (flex)
Rehab Deck (flex)
Rehab Sub (flex)
Paint Bridge (flex)
Spot Paint (flex)
Bridge Rehab (flex)

Pontis 4.X allowed an agency to set up as many or as few flexible actions as they wished.
It also allowed them to set up as many MR&R actions as they wished for each
element/condition state. There was no real control on the number of flexible actions and
MR&R actions an Agency could use or on what they should be. In other words, there
was no standardization, and therefore no way to tell what any given agency chose to do.
Below is an instance from ODOT’s set up, 107 Painted Steel Girder, Condition State 2.
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The MR&R actions, Flexible Actions and Bridge Level actions are all what define the
type of work for 4.X work items. There was no standardization, in Pontis 4.X actions,
and in BrM 5.1.3 agencies are free to set up their actions any way they wish. To come up
with a converter for work items from Pontis 4.X to BrM 5.1.3 that would work for all or
even some agencies lands firmly in the realm of fantasy.
No attempt was made. The old work candidates do come over to the new work candidate
table, but they all come over with a “-1, Converted Work Candidates action.

In short, the work items have been completely changed. If you use inspector work items,
not only do you have to come up with your own actions, you’ll have to convert the old to
the new yourself. Both extremely big jobs. Ergo, the 800 lb gorilla. Yep, while you’ve
been clearing the jungle of new element migration you never even saw him sneaking up
on you.
The simplest method of conversion is to come up with your new actions, get them into
BrM, then let your inspectors do the conversions. They’ll have to read the notes and
decide which of your new actions to reclassify the actions to. Shouldn’t be too hard as
they created them in the first place. The disadvantage here, outside of inspector irritation,
is that it’s going to take an inspection cycle to get through all of the work items. In the
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meantime, you’ll be drowning in a sea of -1 Converted Work Candidates. Of course you
could speed this up by dedicating people to go through these full time, but where are you
going to find the staff for a project like this?
We made an attempt at automating conversion. There is a lot of information in the old
work table, and the old work items share the same key with their relative in the new work
table, so it is simple to link them. The problem is to figure out just what the old items are
telling you. As we use exclusively element level work items, INSP_WCAND.OBJCODE
is the element number and INSP_WCAND.ACTCODE is the action type.
Action types is where things start to go south. For elements, the action type represents
the MR&R action. You can have as many MR&R actions as you want (we’ve about 400)
and each MR&R action must be paired with an action type. There are only 7 action types
Pontis 4.X has that can be used for element actions:
31-Replace Element
32-Ovly deck
33-Rehab element
34-Replace Paint System
43-Partial Paint
40-Pr Maint
41-Min Repair
Actually, if you are sneaky, you can kick that up to 11. Still, that means you are going to
be reusing the heck out of the action types. Unless you were careful when setting up your
element definitions, you may have the same action type referring to totally different
MR&R repairs for the same element.
Even if you were careful, there could still be problems. Unfortunately, when the
inspector assigns an Element level work item, Pontis 4.X does not display the MR&R
action, it displays the related action type. So, unless the inspector knows which MR&R
action 41-Min Repair refers to for say 110, RC Girder, he’s liable to use it for many
disparate actions, from patching spalls to graffiti removal.
I’m aware of all this as about 3 years ago we had all these problems. I had the pleasure
of cleaning them all up. Once I got the action types set up so that one action type referred
to one and only one MR&R action for any given element, it took me 4 months to go
through the database to see if the work candidate action type matched the work described
in the notes field, then we had to educate our inspectors as to just what these action types
mean. So I can have at least some confidence that when an inspector selects Pr Maint for
110, he means “seal cracks, minor patch” or something not too far off.
Therefore I can have some confidence that the actcode in the old work table actually is a
defined MR&R action.
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In any event, if you can use objkind, objcode, actkind and actcode in INSP_WCAND to
reliably tell you just what action an inspector intended, you are most of the way home.
These four columns are used to describe all actions in Pontis 4.X, although, as previously
stated, if you use only element level actions, objcode and actcode are all you need.
Step 1, then, is to come up with a list of your new actions.
Step 2 is to come up with a list of your old actions that can be related to objkind,
objcode, actkind and actcode in INSP_WCAND. For element level only, all you really
need is MRRACTDF. It has the element number (ELEMKEY) which will relate to the
objcode, and the Action Type (TKEY) which will relate to the actcode, and ACTLONG,
which is the name of your MR&R action. It is nice to include ELEMDEFS, just so you
can get the element name, ELEMSHORT. I put mine in an Excel spreadsheet and it
looks like this:

ELEMKEY
12

ELEMSHORT
Bare Concrete Deck

TKEY
00

ACTSHORT
Do Nothing

ACTLONG
Do Nothing

12
12
12

Bare Concrete Deck
Bare Concrete Deck
Bare Concrete Deck

31
33
40

Replace
Rehab Deck
Protect

12
12

Bare Concrete Deck
Bare Concrete Deck

41
48

Repair
Other_

Replace the deck
Rehabilitate the deck
Add a protective system
Repair
spalls/delaminations
Element Other

The only thing you have to be careful of is the query you run to get this has to begin
“Select Distinct”, because actions can repeat in different condition states of the same
element, generating duplicates in this list.
Now I have a list of all my MR&R actions with enough information I can tell that TKEY
31 for Element 12 means replace the deck on bare concrete deck.
Step 3 is more complex than you would think. The general idea is to assign Key
numbers to the list generated in Step 1. Pretty straightforward, unless you are picky
about the order your list is going to display. The problem is, the new elements will reside
in PON_FLEXACTIONS_SETS. Although the keys must all be numeric, the key field,
FLEX_ACTION_KEY is varchar. This means the numbers are sorted alphabetically, -1,
0, 1, 10, 100, 11, 12, etc. Another problem, which will be fixed in 5.2, there is no Order
By field. So the actions are sorted and displayed in BrM by the key field. Once you have
your list arranged the way you want, you have to be careful and give your items keys
arranged so that that order will be preserved when you put your new actions in BrM.
I started at 990,000. There is plenty of room. FLEX_ACTION_KEY can take a number
up to 99,999,999. I knew BrM 5.2 was going to add a set of default actions, and I didn’t
want them to show up in the middle of mine, or to have any conflicts with mine in case
the 5.2 scripts would accidently overwrite mine. This way, as long as there are less than
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991 default actions, I am safe. A second benefit with starting with such a high number is
I can order things numerically. I don’t have to worry about text style sorting until I get to
action 1,000,000, which of course would go to the top, not the bottom of the list. That
gives me plenty of room to maneuver.
Step 4, once keys have been established for the new actions, the new actions are mapped
to the old. This is done by hand. The technique I used was to have my list of old actions
on one sheet of an Excel workbook and the new actions with the keys I assigned on
another. I then could take an old action, look through the list of new actions until I found
one that fit, then copy the new action name and key and paste them next to the old action.
Here’s an example:
A
ELEMKEY
12

B
ELEMSHORT
Bare Concrete
Deck

C
TKEY

D
ACTSHORT

31

Replace

E
ACTLONG
Replace the deck

F
Action

G
Key

12 Replace

990115

This goes faster than you might think. I believe it took me about 2 days to map all my
old actions to new actions this way.
Once I was done, I had all the pertinent data from both the old and the new actions
arranged in rows on my worksheet. I could then use simple concatenation to make Excel
write an update query for each row. With the exception of cell references, this is all
boilerplate, i.e. it doesn’t change from line to line
=CONCATENATE("Update PON_INSP_WORKCAND SET FLEX_ACTION_KEY=
'",G2,"' FROM PON_INSP_WORKCAND, INSP_WCAND WHERE
PON_INSP_WORKCAND.IWC_WORKCAND_ID = INSP_WCAND.WCKEY AND
INSP_WCAND.OBJCODE = '",A2,"' AND INSP_WCAND.ACTCODE=
'",C2,"'",CHAR(10),"GO")
Which writes
Update PON_INSP_WORKCAND SET FLEX_ACTION_KEY= '990115' FROM
PON_INSP_WORKCAND, INSP_WCAND WHERE
PON_INSP_WORKCAND.IWC_WORKCAND_ID = INSP_WCAND.WCKEY AND
INSP_WCAND.OBJCODE = '12' AND INSP_WCAND.ACTCODE= '31'
GO
I could then copy it all the way down the worksheet.
This gives me a column in Excel that’s almost ready to be copied and pasted into a query
in SQL Server Management Studio. I say almost because of a couple of peculiarities of
SQL server. One, I want to end each statement with GO which causes SQL server to
execute that statement independently of any other statements that might be in the query.
Unfortunately, for SQL server to recognize this, I need GO to be on a separate line.
That’s what CHAR(10) does, inserts a line feed. Again, unfortunately, when I do this, it
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interferes with the way the statement goes into SQL Server when pasted in directly from
Excel. The beginning and end “ make the trip, and they shouldn’t, confusing
Management studio. You could just use Find and Replace in Edit in Management Studio
to kill all the double quotes, but I get a bit nervous doing blanket Find and Replace,
especially when I’m doing it to a query that I’ll use to change my database.
So what I do is copy the column and paste it in a Word document first. It goes in as a
table. I then select the table, and go to Table, Convert, Table to Text.

Then select Paragraph marks for Separate text with
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And you have a text version you can copy and paste directly into SQL Server
Management studio, and run from there.
I had to get my new actions into PON_FLEXACTIONS_SETS before I could run any
update queries though.
The first thing I did was to go into BrM and delete all actions by hand except for -1
Converted Work Candidates. There aren’t many of them. I left Converted Work
Candidates because, until I run the update, ALL the records in the new work table are
Converted Work Candidates. If I try to get rid of -1, Converted Work Candidates I’ll
either 1) orphan every work item in the new table or 2) delete everything in the new work
table, probably the latter. Which would solve my conversion problem, but not in a good
way.
After I’ve gotten rid of everything but -1, there are two types of methods I could use to
input the new actions. I could do it by hand, or I could import them into the database
without using BrM (using something like SQL server Management Studio).

Inputting by hand is conceptually the easiest, there is an add row shown circled above for
adding new actions. There are drawbacks. The first is order. If you are concerned for
the order in which your actions display, you have to be careful as to what order you enter
them. Remember, these sort as text, 0, 1,10, 100, 11. So the one you want to see after
number one is the ninth one you have to enter after number 1. Nasty. Probably the best
thing I could think of would be to enter “dummy” actions until you hit the number you
need. They will then be displayed in the right order, so you can go back and enter the
Name, etc in the order you want.
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Another problem is, BrM sets the keys using an autonumber function. The action you
enter after 18 will always be 19. This means if at some future date, before the release of
BrM 5.2, you want to add a new action and you’d like it to show up between 18 and 19,
you won’t be able to without renumbering everything, which will take some fairly ugly
database manipulation to work.
I decided to use SQL Server Management Studio instead of entering the actions by hand.
Although perhaps more complex, I believe it is much simpler. After all, I already created
my new actions and key numbers. Had them in a spreadsheet. Setting this up so it has
the same columns and column titles as the PON_FLEXACTIONS_SETS isn’t hard, that
table only has 9 fields:
Here’s what I did.
FLEX_ACTION_KEY Whatever you set up for your new Actions
FLEX_PARENT_ACT_KEY Always 0 for BrM 5.1.3
FLEX_ACTION_NAME_SHORT Action Name limited to 32 Characters.
FLEX_ACTION_NAME_DESC Action Name you set up for your new actions
FLEX_CREATED Today’s Date Leave Blank, SQL server Management Server will
Populate on import
FLEX_CREATED_USER_KEY My user key number
FLEX_MODTIME Today’s Date Leave Blank, SQL server Management Server will
Populate on import
FLEX_MODUSERKEY My key
FLEX_NOTES Who cares? Leave it blank.
So really the only thing that takes much effort is checking if your action names meet the
32 character limit for FLEX_ACTION_NAME_SHORT, and abbreviating them if they
do not.
After I set the spreadsheet up, I just went into SQL Management Studio and imported the
spreadsheet into PON_FLEXACTIONS_SETS in this way:
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Go into SQL Server Management Studio, select your database, then right click, go to
TasksImport Data.

Import wizard appears, hit Next
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It will chug for awhile, then you will get Choose a Data Source Screen
Scroll to Microsoft Excel and pick it
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Now navigate to your file in Excel File Path by using the Browse button.

Now, assuming the right version of Excel is shown, you are ready to hit Next. Don’t
forget to make sure the “First Row has Column Names” box is checked.
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Now you must set up the destination. As you started the import wizard from your target,
that should be already set up for you. Check.

If it looks good, hit Next
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Make sure the Copy data from one or more tables or views radio button is selected. If so,
hit Next
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Now you need to pick the spreadsheet you want. Check the box next to it.
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Something will appear in the Destination Column. It will be wrong.
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Click on the far right side of the Destination column, you’ll get a dropdown of tables to
select. Pick PON_FLEXACTIONS_SETS.
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Hit Edit Mappings.
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Make sure the Append rows to the destination table radio button is selected. Then hit OK
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Now hit Next
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Ignore the yellow triangles, hit Next
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Hit Next

Hit Finish
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It will chug for awhile then you will get this
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Congratulations, you succeeded. Hit close. Probably a good idea to open the table for a
quick look just to be SURE everything is there.
Since I had set up my key numbers so they were all 5 apart, I now had my actions in
BrM, with sufficient room between actions I could add more if I have to. Easy Peasy as
the kids say.
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Unfortunately, the last step (running update queries) isn’t as easy as you would expect.
You’d think now that I have my actions set up I’d just copy my update queries into
Management Studio and fire them off. You’d think wrong. When the queries run they
change the field PON_INSP_WORKCAND.FLEX_ACTION_KEY. This key is a
foreign key to PON_FLEXACTIONS_SETS. The database has an update rule that
doesn’t allow this field to be updated.
That meant I had to do something that I don’t like to do. I had to change that rule to
allow updates. After all, the rule’s there for a good reason. But this is a special situation,
and I changed it right back after I was done with the update. Most people will probably
need to get their database administrators to do this for them. Normal mortals aren’t
allowed permissions to change these things.
It’s simple to do. In Management Studio go to the database, open the tables folder, select
PON_INSP_WORKCAND and right click and select Design.

Next click the relationships button.
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The following window pops up. Be sure FK_PON_INSP_WORKCAND_FLEX is
selected.
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Expand Insert and Update Specifics

You see for Update Rule the entry is “No Action” Change this to Cascade.

Hit close
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Now close out the design tab

You will be prompted to save the changes, hit Yes
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Hit Yes again

After you have successfully run the update queries, don’t forget to change this back.
Run the update queries created from the Excel sheet you set up and your actions are
ready.
Reports
There is only one other potentially large task left that may be important for you to
complete. Reports. If you have any reports that include elements or work items, they are
officially broken. In other words, any reports pulling from either ELEMINSP or
INSP_WCAND will run, but they will no longer report new element data or new work
candidate data. You will have to fix these reports so they pull from PON_ELEM_INSP
and PON_INSP_WORKCAND now. This is not a simple matter, as the tables have
changed significantly.
PON_ELEM_INSP will cause the most wailing and rending of garments. This is because
defect flags and protective systems are now associated with other elements and defect
flags take their units from the elements they are associated with. Plus, the defects and
protective systems should display with the elements they are associated with.
This shows the magnitude of the problem. Both these queries do the same thing, give
element listings with quantities and percents in each condition state. The first runs on
ELEMINSP, the second on PON_ELEM_INSP.
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On ELEMINSP
Select BRIDGE_ID, ELEMINSP.INSPKEY, ELEMINSP.ELEMKEY, ELEMINSP.ENVKEY,
ELEMDEFS.ELEMSHORT, ELEMINSP.QUANTITY/METRIC_ENGLISH.FACTOR As
QUANTITY,
METRIC_ENGLISH.ENGLISHUNIT As UNITS,
ELEMINSP.PCTSTATE1,ELEMINSP.PCTSTATE2,
ELEMINSP.PCTSTATE3, ELEMINSP.PCTSTATE4, ELEMINSP.PCTSTATE5,
ELEMINSP.NOTES
From BRIDGE inner join ELEMINSP on BRIDGE.BRKEY=ELEMINSP.BRKEY inner
join ELEMDEFS on
ELEMINSP.ELEMKEY = ELEMDEFS.ELEMKEY inner join METRIC_ENGLISH on
ELEMDEFS.PAIRCODE=METRIC_ENGLISH.PAIRCODE
Where BRIDGE_ID='00123K' AND ELEMINSP.INSPKEY='IYGE'
ORDER BY ELEMINSP.BRKEY ASC,
ELEMINSP.INSPKEY ASC,
ELEMINSP.ELEMKEY ASC,
ELEMINSP.ENVKEY ASC

On PON_ELEM_INSP
Select BRIDGE_ID, Pon_ELEM_INSP.INSPKEY, PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_KEY,
PON_ELEM_INSP.ENVKEY,
PON_ELEM_DEFS.ELEM_SHORTNAME,
QUANTITY=Case WHEN PON_ELEM_DEFS.ELEM_SMART_FLAG='N'
THEN PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_QUANTITY/METRIC_ENGLISH.FACTOR
ELSE PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_QUANTITY/PaircodeTbl.FACTOR
END,
UNITS=Case WHEN PON_ELEM_DEFS.ELEM_SMART_FLAG='N'
THEN METRIC_ENGLISH.ENGLISHUNIT
ELSE PaircodeTbl.ENGLISHUNIT
END,
Pon_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_PCTSTATE1, Pon_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_PCTSTATE2,
Pon_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_PCTSTATE3,
Pon_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_PCTSTATE4, PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_NOTES
From BRIDGE inner join PON_ELEM_INSP On
Bridge.BRKEY=PON_ELEM_INSP.BRKEY inner join
PON_ELEM_DEFS ON PON_ELEM_DEFS.ELEM_KEY=PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_KEY
Inner Join
Metric_English ON Metric_English.PAIRCODE=PON_ELEM_DEFS.ELEM_PAIRCODE
inner join
(select BRKEY, INSPKEY, ELEM_KEY, ENVKEY,
PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_PARENT_KEY, ElemSort=CASE
When PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_PARENT_KEY=0 THEN ELEM_KEY
ELSE ELEM_PARENT_KEY
END
FROM PON_ELEM_INSP) SortElem
ON PON_ELEM_INSP.BRKEY=SortElem.BRKEY AND
PON_ELEM_INSP.INSPKEY=SortElem.INSPKEY AND
PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_KEY=SortElem.ELEM_KEY AND
PON_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_PARENT_KEY=SortElem.ELEM_PARENT_KEY
AND PON_ELEM_INSP.ENVKEY=SortElem.ENVKEY
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inner join (select Paircode, EnglishUnit, Factor, ELEM_KEY from
PON_ELEM_DEFS inner join
METRIC_ENGLISH ON
PON_ELEM_DEFS.ELEM_PAIRCODE=METRIC_ENGLISH.PAIRCODE) PaircodeTbl ON
SortElem.ElemSort=PaircodeTbl.ELEM_KEY
Where BRIDGE_ID='00123K' AND Pon_ELEM_INSP.INSPKEY='IYGE'
Order By PON_ELEM_INSP.BRKEY ASC,
PON_ELEM_INSP.INSPKEY ASC,
SortElem.ElemSort ASC,
Pon_ELEM_INSP.ENVKEY ASC,
Pon_ELEM_INSP.ELEM_KEY ASC

It’s easy to see how much more complex a report dealing with new elements needs to be.
Another issue with reports containing elements is that we are not exactly switching over
to a new system all at once. Until you go through a complete inspection cycle, not all of
the structures in your inventory will have been inspected using new elements. If you
want to look at historical data, no bridge inspected prior to the cutover to BrM 5.1.3 will
have been inspected using new elements. There is a decision to be made. For inspections
made prior to the cutover you have old CoRe elements and migrated new AASHTO
elements. Which do you report? We decided to go with using CoRe elements unless the
inspector wanted to get a “dirty” sheet for the first new element inspection on a structure.
However, this complicates reporting.
Work items aren’t so bad. There is a major change so any report using work items must
be reworked, but there is now only one kind of action, which simplifies things.
Subsidiary Issues
There are a couple other things that deserve mention.
Paramtrs
Paramtrs is the table that feeds many dropdown boxes so you see English names instead
of just the numbers that actually exist in the database. It may be wise to compare the
Paramtrs table from a BrM 5.1.3 database with your old one. We’ve customized ours by
eliminating some things. For example, we’ve eliminated states that don’t border Oregon
from the list of states. We’ll never use them, and if they’re gone, nobody can choose the
wrong one by mistake. When I checked out 5.1.3, they were all back again. It’s not hard
to pull them out, but you’ve got to know they are there first.
Local Agencies
What did we do with the local agency inspections? We created a monster. Consultants
perform our local agency inspections. The decision was made that we couldn’t change
the way the consultants have to do inspections in the middle of a contract. Therefore,
local agencies are continuing to inspect bridges using CoRe elements. Next summer we
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will be bringing them into the fold. Fortunately, Pontis 4.4 will work on the same
database BrM 5.1.3 runs on, so while having two systems, we only have one database.
The problem is, when the day comes, I’ll have to run the Visual Element Migrator on
elements in structures that have inspections without new AASHTO elements. I need to
do this instead of just remigrating the entire database because we elected to “scrub” the
migrated elements by hand to save the inspectors some work. This scrubbing has
received mixed reviews from the inspectors. In any event, if I remigrate, I will overwrite
the scrubbing. So I have to restrict myself to just those inspections that haven’t been
migrated.
Of course, there is also a problem with work items. The consultants will be creating new
work items in the old work table, INSP_WCAND. These will need to be transferred to
the new work table, PON_INSP_WORKCAND. Identifying them shouldn’t be hard. I’ll
just look for keys in INSP_WCAND that don’t exist in PON_INSP_WORKCAND. The
technique to assign new actions will be pretty much the same as I used for updating our
current work. Of course I’m talking Insert not Update now.
Unfortunately, that’s not the last of it either. All the existing work items were put into
PON_INSP_WORKCAND when we created our BrM 5.1.3 database, which I then
converted to our new actions. The local agencies’ consultants are using Pontis 4.4, so
they can’t see PON_INSP_WORKCAND. Any changes they may do to these work
items, they’ll do in INSP_WCAND. So I’ll need a way to update the related work items
in PON_INSP_WORKCAND.
I’m really looking forward to next summer.
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